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Abstract

Background: While following patients’ advance directives (ADs) is legally binding, French physicians in Intensive Care Unit (ICU) perceive them as complicating their decision. Decision making and ICU residents benefit from personalizing the dying process. In France, ADs can include personal information.

Objective: Whether personalizing ADs affects ICU residents’ decisions and perception of the patient.

Subjects and Design: Sixty-six ICU residents assigned to three experimental groups and presented with a case file for an ICU patient. The files were identical except for the patient’s AD, which was manipulated to give three conditions: No Personal Information, Sociodemographic Information, and Agency Information (ability to plan and act upon the world).

Measurements: Residents evaluated the relevance of the AD, assessed its influence on medical decisions, and decided whether to stop treatment, postpone the decision, or consult the family. Finally, they evaluated the patient with respect to two dimensions of personhood (agency and experience).

Results: Residents in all conditions considered the AD to be highly relevant and influential. Residents in both Information conditions perceived the patient as having more capacities for agency and for experience than those in the No Information condition. They were also less likely to stop treatment and more likely to postpone their decision. Consulting the family was not sensitive to the information condition.

Conclusion: Personalizing ADs of an unknown patient leads ICU residents to be less prone to follow them, but does not affect whether or not they decide to consult the patient’s family. Hence, promoting shared decision making by including the incapacitated patients’ families in treatment decisions is a major challenge, especially in countries such as France, where ADs are legally binding.
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Introduction

Advance Directives (ADs) enable patients to express their preferences about limiting or discontinuing treatments if they become incapacitated and incapable of making such decisions. Since February 2016, physicians in France have had a legal duty to apply ADs, except in emergency situations,1 even if fewer than 3% of French people draw up an AD.2,3 Decisions about whether withhold or withdraw treatment are made collegially by the attending physician, an external physician, and Intensive Care Unit (ICU) staff. If ICU physicians feel that a patient’s AD does not apply to the medical situation, the patient’s family/designated surrogate is automatically included in these decisions. However, if the
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AD does apply, the recent law making ADs binding means there are no set rules about including the patient’s family. The present study examined the decisions French ICU residents make in this latter circumstance.

French ICU physicians, who rarely know patients before they are admitted, have been shown to express frequent doubts about patients’ abilities to fully understand the medical situations for which their ADs were drawn up. These doubts may be a factor, among several others, in physicians failing to respect ADs. Humanizing end-of-life care by countering the effects of nonfunctional and functional causes of de-personalization can remove some of these factors and benefit ICU residents by helping them perceive care as shifting rather than stopping, see patients as individuals, and take into account their families’ wishes. Interestingly, ADs may include personal information capable of humanizing patients (e.g., information about sociodemographic status, family, or values), but there is no legal requirement for them to do so. Giving such information may result in patients being attributed greater personhood in terms of their capacities for agency (ability to control, plan, and act upon the world) and experience (ability to feel emotions, such as joy and fear, and sensations, such as hunger), and as having more inalienable human rights.

The present study investigated whether personal information included in an unknown and incapacitated patient’s AD impacts ICU residents’ decisions to apply the AD, as required by French law, or to consult the patient’s family before making a decision. We also assessed whether including personal information in an AD shapes ICU residents’ perceptions of the patient as possessing capacities for agency and experience.

Materials and Methods

Participants and design

Participants were 66 ICU residents (30 females, M_age = 28.3, SD = 2.6) with at least six months’ intensive care experience. All participants consented in writing to take part. Each resident was randomly assigned to one of three conditions in a within-subjects design. All participants consented in writing to take part. Each resident was randomly assigned to one of three conditions in a within-subjects design. All participants consented in writing to take part. Each resident was randomly assigned to one of three conditions in a within-subjects design.

Procedure, material, and manipulation

Residents individually answered a questionnaire relating to a 72-year-old male patient who had been admitted to an ICU following a resuscitated cardiac arrest. The case details, which included the patient’s medical history and day-7 assessment, were designed to suggest, although inconclusively, a poor neurological prognosis.

Residents then read one of three versions of the patient’s AD. In the No Information condition (n = 21), the AD did not include any personal information. In the Sociodemographic Information condition (n = 19), the AD gave the patient’s profession, marital status, and number of children. In the Agency Information condition (n = 17), the AD included the statement: “Aware of the moral problems and dilemmas raised by my decision, I have written my AD to express my wishes while I am still able to control, think about, and plan my end of life.” In all three conditions, the patient expressed the desire not to be kept alive artificially or be resuscitated if he were to suffer major brain damage, and stated that this decision had been taken in consultation with his family doctor. The case information and the wishes expressed in the patient’s AD were designed to be similar to actual cases admitted to ICUs.

Measures

Participants indicated on 7-point scales (3, not at all, to 3, completely) the AD’s relevance to this medical situation and whether it should be taken into account when making medical decisions. They then had to imagine they were in a staff meeting and to choose whether to stop treatment, consult the family (either to confirm the patient’s wishes, or to decide which decision to take), or postpone the decision. Finally, participants rated the patient’s capacity for Agency (7 items, e.g., “making plans and working toward goals”) and Experience (11 items, e.g., “feeling afraid or fearful”) by completing the validated Dimensions of Mind Perception questionnaire. All items were rated on 7-point scales (3, not at all, to 3, completely). The reliability of both scales (Cronbach’s α = 0.96) was similar to that found in previous studies. Finally, participants stated their age, gender, and the name of their hospital, and were debriefed.

Results

Because our measures (evaluations of the AD’s relevance, influence of the AD on decisions, Agency, and Experience) were not normally distributed, we performed Kruskal–Wallis analyses of variance with personal information condition as the independent variable. We analyzed the contingency table between personal information condition and the residents’ decisions to reveal any links between these two variables. Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1.

First, the residents in all three conditions considered the AD to be highly relevant to the case (H(2, N = 57) = 0.66, p = 0.717, E^2_R = 0.012) and that it should be taken into account when making medical decisions (H(2, N = 57) = 0.22, p = 0.896, E^2_R = 0.004). Second, the decision to stop treatment, postpone the decision, or consult the family depended on personal information condition (two-sided Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.005). There were no significant differences between the three choices in the No Information condition (95% confidence intervals [CIs] for the differences between percentages: [-0.396, 0.396], [-0.060, 0.631], [-0.606, 0.631]), whereas in both Information conditions more residents chose to postpone their decision than to stop treatment (95% CIs [0.021, 0.926], [0.042, 0.898]). Differences between these two decisions and consulting the family were not significant (95% CIs [-0.327, 0.221], [-0.875, 0.033], [-0.720, 0.014], [-0.582, 0.347]). Hence, compared with the No Information condition, residents in both Information conditions were significantly more likely to postpone their decision and less likely to stop treatment (Zs > 1.866, ps < 0.061, r^2s > 0.087), and did so to a similar extent (Zs < 0.944, ps > 0.347, r^2s < 0.025). There was no difference across the three conditions in the likelihood of consulting the family (Zs < 1.470, ps > 0.142, r^2s < 0.054).

Finally, the information condition affected the indices for both Agency (H2, N = 57) = 7.63, p = 0.022, E^2_R = 0.136) and Experience (H2, N = 57) = 6.59, p = 0.037, E^2_R = 0.112). Compared with residents in the No Information condition, residents in both Information conditions attributed higher Agency (Us < 112.00, Zs > 1.95, ps < 0.051, r^2s > 0.100) and Experience (Us < 102.00, Zs > 2.64, ps < 0.008, r^2s > 0.174) to
the patient, and did so to a similar extent ($U_s > 156.00$, $Z_s < 0.17$, $p_s > 0.86$, $\rho_s < 0.001$).*

### Discussion

Our randomized study based on a vignette about an incapacitated patient with a poor but inconclusive neurological prognosis following a resuscitated cardiac arrest showed that including sociodemographic or agency information in an AD affects residents’ decisions. Providing such information made residents less likely to stop treatment and more likely to postpone making a decision, but did not affect whether or not they decided to consult the patient’s family. Personal information also increased the residents’ perceptions of the patient as being capable of agency and experience. This last point is in line with research on social perception.11,20

Perceiving others as possessing human capacities, such as agency and experience, increases feelings of familiarity and proximity.21–23 Increasing either social or physical proximity strengthens bonds with family and one’s hometown,24 and reduces the likelihood that people will harm each other.25 Providing personal information may have increased the social proximity between resident and patient and thereby made the residents more reluctant to let the patient die by stopping treatment.

One limitation of our study is the absence from our fictional case of the stress and workload factors that are present in real medical situations. Second, although all our participants had been trained in how to decide whether to withhold or withdraw treatment for critically ill patients, they are not ultimately responsible for making such decisions. In fact, such decisions are made during collegial meetings, which enable doctors to share their feelings and opinions. Finally, qualitative analyses of semistructured interviews with residents who have been involved in such difficult decisions would provide a better understanding of what residents think when they make them.

The present study, carried out in France, where physicians have a legal obligation to respect patients’ ADs refusing life-sustaining treatment,1 provides new insights into the issue of decision making in ICUs. Our finding that including personal information in an AD led more residents to postpone decisions on whether to stop treatment suggests that such information could make it more difficult for physicians to respect patients’ wishes, as they are now required to do by French law. However, this information did not increase the likelihood a resident would consult the patient’s family. Hence, promoting shared decision making by including the incapacitated patients’ families in treatment decisions26 is a major challenge, especially in countries such as France, where ADs are legally binding.
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*Two multinomial logistic regressions were performed by regressing the residents’ decision on the Agency index, and on the Experience index. The residents’ perception of the patient did not influence significantly their decision (Agency: $-2LL = -59.00$, $X^2(2) = 2.85$, $p = 0.241$; Experience: $2LL = -58.20$, $X^2(2) = 4.46$, $p = 0.107$).
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